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G.M. Tampax
V.M. Blank On Sec Fitzall Hash Cash Orig.
R.A. Bloo Hash Splash Elvis/Pyro/Alias Raffle Boydwonder
Haberdash Alias Hash Flash Woolies Webmaster Tampax
Hash Horn Bloo / Blank Social Sec Diesel

We drew a Blank at Mawson Park, Hillarys.

Preamble:
It was with some trepidation that the Pack gathered on the verge adjacent to the Park. There was no sign of
the Hare and our unease increased as numbers swelled and 6.30 loomed. In the end, Blank appeared out of the
gathering gloom on his trusty treadly at 6.26pm.
We were told that “The Run is marked in white chalk with arrows both left and right and even in the gutter”.
“There is a Drink Stop and the Run will take an hour including the stop”. “You will need torches for the
second half ”. At this point Bloo asked whether we should do the second half first. Not surprisingly the logic
behind this was lost on the Hare. Blank rounded off the Brief by assuring us that the Trail was well-set and
well-marked. The truth was somewhat at odds with the aforementioned assertion as will be revealed.

The Run:
We were sent off across the Park in the direction of the Drink Fountain and a couple of us surmised that it may
be the promised Drink Stop. A tad early though it being 30 seconds into the Run.
We followed the walkway through the Park to a falsie. Trail was rediscovered and the arrows pointed across
the grass to a point that we took to be the end of the fence-line. Wrong, we were supposed to deduce that the
trail actually made use of a set of steps located at 90 degrees to the direction of said arrow. Refer to bold
statement above. As a result of this early cock-up we came upon the 2nd falsie backwards. Trail was eventually
found and we negotiated Greenmount Hill. We then meandered through the streets and by-ways headed
inexorably for the Whitfords Shopping Centre passing St. Mark’s Anglican School “Kiss and Drive” on the
way.
At this point the Pack became somewhat fragmented as we navigated our way through the multi-storied
Carpark. RooTed was spoilt for choice on the top level as he was faced with half a dozen possible exits.
Bloo couldn’t get up for down ……sounds like a Male Duck trying it on with his mate!
On return to Mother Earth we made a bee-line for the Bucket.

The Rundown:
As we “ran” in Pyro was intrigued to see that the Trailer was already open and suggested that Diesel, who has
nothing to do with the Trailer, had hung onto a set of keys despite telling Pyro that he handed them over to the
Assistant Splash in Alias. This bloke was obviously a Geometry whiz at School because he’s always got an
Angle!
When asked for comments on the Run, RooTed suggested that it was short on chalk and recounted his
experiences in the Shopping Centre Carpark. He gave it a score of 7.5. Joystick said that he basically agreed
with RooTed’s assessment and gave it a 7.3. Alias thought that it was “fantastic” ….he’s anybody’s for a
Drink Stop ……..and scored it a 9.4. It transpires that Blank was doing a job for him on the morrow.
Doubly a Tart. The GM, not normally lost for words, was somewhat inarticulate in awarding a 7.1.
Prick of the Week :
This went to Diesel as in the eyes of the VM he was responsible for the cock-up regarding the second falsie.
A little harsh one might think as he was pretty much “Tail-end Charlie” at the time. RooTed and Fitzall were
well pleased to dodge a bullet though.

Visitors/Returnees :
None.

Celebrities:
None. There is a bloke up for 300 next week. Haberdash please take note. Oh yeah, about my 1600th.

Charges :
Diesel still smarting from being awarded the POW and obviously tired and emotional from a big weekend at
Crankers, spat it when accused of trying to impress a female resident in calling trail (falsely it was alleged)
and the Dummy duly changed hands as a result. “Quit while you’re ahead (or at least don’t add fuel to the
flames)” is obviously not part of his philosophy as in his defence he claimed not to have seen the woman. He
now sports The Glasses as well! Talk about a Daily Double!
Alias accused Orig. of regularly trying to kiss him ….Bloo had warned everyone whilst on the Run to keep
Orig. away from the “Kiss and Drive” signs so suggested that Alias only had himself to blame. Charge
reversed. Orig. also got a drink for addressing RooTed as “Ted” before the Run.

General Business :
A Cervantes head-count indicated that we’d have 6/7 starters.
The Social Secretary was asked about an Events Calendar and the response was “Something will happen
soon”. Perhaps he meant a By-Election?
Hash Flash announced that there would be no more photos until he got back the various Sim Cards used on
previous occasions. Having made his point, he managed to leave his bag behind at the end of the night, which
begs the question “Who is the more likely culprit for misplacing them?”

Raffle
RooTed x 2, Blank and someone else.

Song:
Blank was invited to lead us off.

Dishonour Roll:
Shit Award:

Tampax

Glasses:

Diesel

Dummy:

Diesel

Lifers:

Doglover, Fitzall, ‘Orrible
Diesel, Elvis, Orig., Bloo, Boydwonder.

Hareline:
If you can’t set your run you need to arrange a swap with someone and advise Fitzall.

10/4/2017

Diesel

Belrose Park, Kallaroo.

Orig.

4 Strathaven, off Coolibah Dr., Greenwood.

24/4/2017

Anzac Run.

6.15pm start. West Coast setting. Kulunga Drve., Kings Park.
Entrance directly opposite Outram St., off Kings Park Road.

1/5/2017

Fitzall

8/5/2017

Tampax

15/5/2017

Pyro

18/4/2017

Tues.

22/5/2017

29/5/2017

We host West Coast.

Bloo.

Ivanhoe St., off Morley Drive, Mary Cres.Reserve, Eden Hill.

Coming Events:
22/4/2017

Proposed Committee Meeting at Chez GM (Saturday Arvo.) tbc.

18/9/2017

Bully 2100th.

On On.
Fitzall.

